Community Clubs

The City of Duluth has Community Clubs located throughout the city. The community clubs serve a variety of functions including meeting/assembly space, warming house for winter activities and senior nutrition programs. Some of the locations are also used as polling places during elections. The level/frequency of use varies by location and time of year.

Common amenities provided in the community clubs include large open meeting/assembly rooms, toilet rooms, locker/team rooms and kitchens. Unless the kitchen is a commercial kitchen used only by employees, it does not meet the exception for 'employee work area' so it is required to be accessible.
**Photo 1:** View of accessible parking. Restripe the accessible parking to provide 8' wide aisles (can be shared between 2 spaces).

**Photo 2:** Modify the ticket windows (lower to 36", currently at 43") and modify (or remove) the crowd control railings to provide a 36" wide route (currently 21").

**Photo 3:** Replace the handrails on the ramps leading to spectator seating with a style that has a 1 1/4"-1 1/2" diameter (currently 3").

**Photo 4:** The 3rd base side outdoor concession stand provides a low section of counter. *This is a good example of accessibility.* Modify the route to the concession stand to eliminate slope and cross slope.

**Photo 5:** The counter (likely for condiments) across from the concession stands currently creates a protruding hazard.

**Photo 6:** The original covered grand stand does not currently provide wheelchair positions.

*Wade Stadium*
Photo 7: Wheelchair positions have been provided on the wood platform in front of the open metal bleacher system.

Photo 8: The multi-fixture toilet rooms do not currently provide any features of accessibility. Post signs directing to the single-user accessible toilet rooms.

Photo 9: Single user accessible toilet rooms have been created near the men’s and women’s toilet rooms. This is a good example of accessibility.

Photo 10: The visitor clubhouse currently provides no features of accessibility.

Photo 11: There is not currently an accessible route to the team/player seating (dugout) from the field or from the clubhouse.